
TCG Speech

I am honored that TCG has invited me to speak to you this evening at this Fall Forum on 
Governance: Cash and Culture.  I am also slightly confused because TCG should know that I’m 
the person that likes to stir the shit up.  So. Let the Stirring Begin. Cash and Culture. Let me say 
that once again.  Cash. And Culture. Now I was told by the wonderful folks at TCG that you all 
would be excited to hear from me and to hear about my experience as an Artist… They 
suggested that I talk about what if means to be truly supported by a theater as an artist, what it 
looks like and feels like… what type of organization culture has been helpful to me and nurturing 
for me to do my work.. What my hopes and wishes were for the field…  what does the work 
ahead look like for me and…  it was mentioned that this is the premiere event for Trustees and 
that you Trustees would make up about a third of the audience tonight and if I had any positive 
interactions with trustees that that might be useful to share… Well… I’ve decided Not to talk 
about any of the things that TCG has suggested I talk about… I have decided that I’d like to talk 
about a very important topic in the American Theater that speaks directly to the issue of 
Governance, Cash and Culture. The topic I want to discuss is I think simply not being addressed 
enough in the American Theater, and that is of course the topic of, Old White Men. The first 
thing I think of when someone says Governance. Cash. and Culture. In regards to Theater. Is 
indeed Old. White. Men. I know that in this room, I may be… preaching to the choir… but I 
would like to share with you a few particular experiences that I’ve had with Old White Men.  

When I was in college, a long time ago when I thought I was straight and was going to be a 
lawyer with a wife and two kids named Olive and Oliver, I wrote and directed a play… a horrible 
play… a trilogy actually with a horrible title… the title was ‘TAINT RIGHT… not, “It Aint’ Right”… 
just ‘TAINT RIGHT… it was horrible… but after a performance of that play an Old White Man 
came up to me… and I recognized this old white man as the Chair of the Drama Department 
and he said “Bob”… he is the only person I have ever allowed to call me Bob, because clearly… 
I am not a Bob… but this Old White Man said, “Bob… You’re a Playwright”… he then said “I 
don’t know if you’re a Director. But you ARE a Playwright”… No one had ever said that to me.  
And it was Profound. About a year or two later in College I took an Advanced Acting Class and 
at the end of the semester another Old White Man came up to me… and I recognized this Old 
White Man as my Acting Professor and he said to me…. “Robert. You are NOT an Actor”… And 
that too was Profound.  About two years later I sat in Harlem offices of Columbia Graduate 
School of the Arts, and I was at the time their only African American Homosexual Graduate 
Student, and an Old White Man sat across from me, and I recognized this Old White Man as the 
Chair of my Graduate Department and he said to me… “Robert, we think  you are too 
concentrated on Homosexuality and African American issues.”… And that was indeed. 
Profound. Soon thereafter, my first professional play titled Insurrection: Holding History, about 
homosexuality and african americans, was produced at the New York Shakespeare Festival on 
the lower east side and it has taken almost 20 years for me to travel to mid town with another 
play of mine, Bootycandy, which deals with, homosexuality and african americans. One day, 
during the previews of Bootycandy, I was standing outside saying good bye to a few friends who 
had come to see a matinee.  And as I turned to walk back into the theater to give the Creative 
team notes, I was struck by my image plastered on the front of Playwrights Horizons, next to the 
title Bootycandy.  They had been there at least a month by this time but still I was struck by 
them. There were three large images of me, one of me smiling in the middle of a bunch of white 
playwrights who are also being presented this season. One individual poster with a large picture 
of me just smiling by myself next to words Bootycandy, and finally on a large digital screen that 
constantly repeated various images of the play… ending with the huge title of Bootycandy and 



my smiling Image next to it. And as I began to walk back into the theater, an Old White Man 
came out the doors of the theater and directly up to me and I did NOT recognize this Old White 
Man, but he had obviously just seen the matinee and he said to me, “Excuse me, But as a Black 
Person, What did you Think of this play?”… I looked at him for a moment, Then I looked back up 
at the 3 large images of myself smiling with the Title of my play next to it, and then I looked back 
at this Old White Man, as I had looked at all the old white men before him and I smiled, and 
said, “I think its brilliant. Because I happen to have written and directed it” And I proceeded to 
turn him around to face the 3 large images of myself smiling and this Old White Man proceeded 
to Freak the fuck out…  Now over the years I’ve had various Old White Men, that I recognized, 
say to me… “Robert I’d love to do your play.” or “Robert I’d love for you to direct a play” or 
“Robert I’d love to do your play and love for you to direct it”… And I don’t think the American 
Theater but particularly I, myself, has given enough Appreciation to Old White Men… 

So on this occasion of Governance, Cash and Culture, I want to take a moment and give some 
Old White Men their Props, I stand before you in large part because of Old White Men, and I 
feel a need to give a few shout outs tonight.  To Sherwood Doc Collins, my first playwriting 
Teacher and Chair of my Undergraduate Drama Department, to Laurence Senelick, my first 
Directing Teacher, to Arnold Aronson, the Chair of my Graduate Drama Department, To Downing 
Cless, my Advanced Acting Teacher, to the Old White Man whose name is on the First Grant I 
ever received as an Artist, simply for the belief in what I would do in the future, Richard E. 
Sherwood, to the Old White Man whose name is on the Largest Grant I have ever received as 
an Artist, simply because of the belief in my current work, Andrew W. Mellon, to the Old White 
Man who allowed my first professional play to be workshopped at his theater, Gordon Davidson, 
to the Old White Man who gave me my first professional playwriting award, Edward Albee, to 
the Old White Man who published the first excerpt of my first professional play, John Guare, to 
ALL the Old White Men who’ve ever hired me to direct and/or write for the Theater, Howard 
Shalwitz, Oskar Eustis, Tim Sanford, Michael Ritchie, Andrew Leynse, Gregory Boyd, Vinny 
Murphy, and Bob Egan, even to the White Man, whom I share my bed with and hope to Grow 
Old with, I want to give you all your props and say thank you… You have all made me the Artist I 
am today, mainly through your Governance, Cash and Culture.  And on that note, tonight I 
would like to take this opportunity to do a Dramatic Reading of the work of another Old White 
Man.  It is very rare that someone like me is given an opportunity, with such a Captive Audience,  
to do a Dramatic Reading of something written by an Old White Man… Tonight’s Reading is 
written by Rex Reed…. Yes that Rex Reed… I thought he was dead as well… but alas, Rex 
Reed has not yet entered that pantheon of Dead Old White Man… he is still among the living 
and I would like to do a dramatic reading, with a little commentary, of his latest work titled, 

 ‘Bootycandy’ Is a Tasteless Mish-Mash of Ugly Stereotypes Verging on Racism, 

and subtitled 

To be gay, flamboyant and black. 

In the good old days… 

don’t you just love it, when Old White Men, begin their shit by saying, “In The Good Old 
Days”… I know I do. 

In the good old days, when Playwrights Horizons was snugly ensconced in a brick warehouse 
down in Greenwich Village,



Playwrights Horizons actually was never ensconced in a brick warehouse down in 
Greenwich Village, according my googling it started at the Clark Center YMCA on 51st in 
1971 and it just so happens that this Clark Center for Performing Arts that was housed in 
the YMCA on 51st was Established by a gay, flamboyant and black man named Alvin 
Ailey. 

 In the good old days, when Playwrights Horizons was snugly ensconced in a brick warehouse 
down in Greenwich Village, I saw some great plays. Since moving to 42nd Street, where the 
term off-Broadway no longer means what it used to, I’ve seen some of the most pretentious 
catastrophes ever written. A new anguish called Bootycandy is the newest head-scratcher. 
Thanks to another misguided rave in The New York Times, the night I saw it the sold-out house 
was walking out in sections, only three audience members stood at the end and the applause 
was polite but weak. Don’t say I didn’t warn you.

Lets pause here shall we, and do just a wee bit of Script Analysis.  So far, in just this first 
paragraph, Mr. Reed has denigrated the legacy of Playwrights Horizons, and the 
Reviewer for the New York Times.  He has admitted he sat in a sold out Audience. But 
made it clear that only 3 people stood up while the others walked out “in sections”… but 
the most important aspect of this first paragraph is that Mr. Reed is giving you… A 
warning… lets hope that he eventually Reviews the Play, itself. 

Bootycandy is both written and directed by Robert O’Hara, a familiar face in the country’s 
regional theaters. He is not ready for prime time. 

Well apparently, I am ready for TCG. 

The play is being touted as an examination of the travails of being gay, flamboyant and black at 
the same time… It is nothing of the kind. The title is interpreted as the slang for a black man’s 
penis, because if anyone wants to lick it, it should taste sweet as a Popsicle. 

No comment. 

Overwhelmingly surreal,

Lets pause for another moment. What the hell does “Overwhelmingly surreal” mean?… 
How indeed can something be “overwhelmingly” surreal? Isn’t the “surreal” already 
Overwhelming…and if Bootycandy is “Overwhelmingly” surreal, then what the fuck has 
Bob Wilson been doing over at BAM? Because I thought HIS SHIT was Overwhelmingly 
Surreal… I am beginning to believe that the Old White Men who taught me theater have 
been lying to me… Anyway. 

Overwhelmingly surreal, it follows the disconnected threads in the life of a black homosexual 
(yes, they’re gay, too, although in their culture, they risk their lives to be) 

I guess because for other Cultures on Earth, they are throwing Parties and Parades for 
Gays and Lesbians when they come out the Closet… like in Russia and Iran and Texas 
and Alabama and Florida… 



Overwhelmingly surreal, it follows the disconnected threads in the life of a black homosexual 
(yes, they’re gay, too, although in their culture, they risk their lives to be) named Sutter, played 
with varying looks, attitudes and ages by Phillip James Brannon. 

Now I was taught that playing with various “looks, attitudes and ages” meant ACTING?… 
Now I am convinced that the Old White Men who taught me theater had indeed been 
fucking with me the whole time… And I am beginning to believe I should look into asking 
those Old White Men who taught me theater not only for my money back but to finish 
paying off these gatdamn student loans that are being taken out of my banking account 
every month like clockwork. 

When he first appears, he’s a confused adolescent in sequined gloves with identity issues and 
parents who make the illiterate stereotypes on The Jeffersons look as bland as Leave It to 
Beaver. 

Lets pause again for a moment. I don’t know about you…but I loved The Jeffersons. They 
owned Shit. A franchise of Dry Cleaners I believe.  They Moved on Up… They lived in a 
Deluxe Apartment in the Sky. With a White Door Man. I had no Idea they were also 
Illiterate. Wow. But I seem to remember that they were created by an Old White Man…

When he confesses a man tried to follow him home from school, the cartoon mother blames it 
on reading too many books by Jackie Collins and forbids him from being in school musicals for 
a year. Acceptable humor ends there.

No comment. 

The rest of the play bounces off the walls as it stuffs the stage with an avalanche of ugly clichés. 
A screeching preacher (Lance Coadie Williams) who wears red high heels under his Sunday 
morning Holy Roller robe is particularly over-the-top. 

I wasn’t aware that a Preacher in Red High Heels… was in fact a cliche. Hmm. Never 
knew that. 

Audience members respond like they’re working the amen corner at a revival meeting, but the 
laughs peter out as the show progresses. 

I’m confused now.  I thought the acceptable humor had already ended. Somethings 
terribly wrong here. 

A trashy girl with a huge caboose names her baby Genitalia. A white man played by the 
marvelous actor Jesse Pennington (so memorable in Franny’s Way, also at Playwrights 
Horizons) and the grown up Sutter have a long graphic scene in a gay bar talking about how 
they want to experiment with each other in bed. Mr. Pennington, the only white actor in the cast, 
is surprisingly the best thing in the production, playing a variety of victims and buffoons with 
totally different hair styles—a prissy moderator of an awkward Playwrights Horizons writers 
conference, for instance, in which the four black actors are working on the various vignettes we 
watch throughout the evening in unfinished scenes.

In Act Two, there’s a miserable scene at the dinner table where the vicious mother from Act One 
delivers a venomous but irrelevant monologue about a co-worker she hates. Mr. Pennington, a 



fearless artist if ever I’ve seen one, flaps out his Johnson and bangs it on the table before they 
take him to a hotel and rape him with a black dildo. 

Now, wait a second. Mr. Reed has just described a scene in which a Mother delivers a 
monologue at a dinner table and then the “marvelous white Actor” comes out and slaps 
his cock on the table and the family takes him to a hotel and rapes him with a black 
dildo… although I think that is exactly what any family should do if some random white 
man comes into their house at dinner and slaps his cock on their table where they  are 
eating… but I’m sorry to say that this simply does not happen in my play… maybe the 
next one … but not this one… 

He jumps off the roof, which is the next best thing, I guess, to jumping off the stage and exiting 
the play to save his reputation. Next, Genitalia has grown up to be a butch lesbian truck driver 
who breaks up in a “non-commitment” ceremony with a moronic, gum-chewing girlfriend in a 
fire-engine red wig while the preacher reads a passage from the Bible written by Cicely Tyson. 

Now this. is. correct… Except he has the order of the scenes completely wrong and for 
some reason Mr. Reed believes that all Butch Lesbians are “Truck Drivers”… however 
there is no reference to the Butch Lesbian in my play being a Truck Driver. Wow. 

It’s a satirical reversal on same-sex marriage that becomes “Today I become your ex and you 
become my Ex-Lax.” Suddenly the house and work lights come on and the stage manager 
announces they are skipping the “prison scene.” The actors come out of their orange prison 
costumes (orange is the new black?), change costumes while the stagehands readjust the set, 
and now the preacher is the grandmother in a nursing home. Mercifully, it grinds to an end, 
without a word of explanation.

Duped again by the Times, the audience on the night I saw it filed out of Bootycandy baffled and 
disgusted. A few of them cursed out loud. Frankly, I am surprised that audiences of color are not 
picketing the theatre. 

Now lets see.  We got… Ferguson, Ebola, the Middle East Conflict, Syria, the Ukraine, 
North Korea, Russia, VA Hospitals,  the War in Afghanistan, ISIS, Universal Health Care, 
Minimum Wage, Equal Rights, Abortion Rights, Safe Sex, Education, Congressional 
Stagnation, Campaign Finance Reform, Gun Control, Gay Marriage, Bullying, Sexual 
Abuse, Hazing, Stem Cell Research. But Mr. Reed is “surprised that audiences of Color 
are not picketing” Playwrights Horizons over their presentation of my play, 
Bootycandy”… However he is NOT surprised that White Folks are Not Picketing, his 
surprise is only that audiences of Color are not Picketing… 

The play sets back the cause of humanity at least 50 years to the days of Amos’n’Andy. 

SILENCE. 

Admittedly, there are a few funny lines, but they’re too filthy to repeat in a mainstream 
newspaper without accusations of racism. 

Oddly enough it seems perfectly okay for that same mainstream newspaper to allow an 
Old White Man to Lie and MisRepresent My Play with HIS Racist review which starts by 
accusing ME of “VERGING ON RACISM”?… 



It’s a surreal evening

It is. Indeed. 

Its a surreal evening of African-American insults in which the black characters are all mentally 
challenged, ignorant as road kill and so illiterate they make Stepin Fetchit, Willie Best and 
Rochester seem as sophisticated as record-breaking contestants on Jeopardy. Playwrights 
Horizons has become a theater of absurdist experimentation, which is O.K. as long as they 
don’t charge money for it. Bootycandy is an outrage that, in all fairness, should be paying the 
audience.

That concludes my dramatic reading of the Worse. Or the Best Review. I have ever received.

In closing, I would like us all to take just a brief moment and really think about Humanity… 

And now I would like for us all to take a brief moment and really think about how a play titled 
Bootycandy written by a “black, flamboyant, and gay all the same time” playwright has set back 
the cause of Humanity by 50 years… 

And finally I would like for us to take a brief moment and really think about what Old White Men 
have been responsible for during our humanity… 

Great… I now encourage everyone in this room to devote the rest of your weekend, even as 
you drown in facts and figures, here at the Fall Forum on Governance, Cash and Culture, 
indeed I encourage you to devote the rest of your careers and your tenure at your particular 
theatrical institutions,… I now encourage each of you, especially the Old White Men in this 
Room tonight, everyone one of you that Govern Shit, that control the Cash, and that decide on 
what is Culture, I hope you especially, would Set Back the cause of Humanity, Set that Shit 
BACK. All The Way BACK.  Lets Press Reset…  Lets ALL Press RESET… And put our Cash 
and Culture where our Governing MOUTH Is, by including all the shit we left out the First Time, 
like Diversity and Inclusion… I’ve apparently already Set Us Back 50 years, and with your help, 
we can truly get back to a time where an Old White Man in the near future can feel confident 
in saying…  “In The Good Old Days”. 

Thank you. 


